
Jessica I.Lewandowska Evans

PERSONAL PROFILE 

Appreciation and care of the relationship between people and the planet has always been a top 
priority. This is demonstrated by exploring the world of Biodesign through digital design practices. 
An industrial year abroad based in sustainable fashion companies solidified my desire to explore 
digital fashion workflows and how this could change our existing industry., leading to creating a 
digital outcome for my Graduate Collection.   

By practising science fiction thinking and manifesting solutions, new products and materials can 
be created which inform social behaviours. Problems arising from climate change steer a hunger 
for sustainable practises and collaboration, thus evolving a driven and valued team member with 
strong communication skills. My goal is to develop dynamic designs that have a positive impact 
within a rapidly changing physical and social environment.

Jessicaevans.97@outlook.com         Website: ilfusionreaction.com/   Linkedin.com/in/jessicailevans/
  + 44 777 160 1034                            Instagram: @i.lewandowskaa                 Tik Tok: @i.lewandowskaa 

INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE

ETHICAL COLLECTIVE (London)
Sustainable Fashion Consultant. Sept - Dec 2020  
 Recruiting speakers for webinar.   Content creation on sustainable fashion.

BEDROOM ATHLETICS (Cardiff)
 Digital Designer - Freelance 
  Using Clo3d and Blender to create digital slippers and animations to showcase key products and 
explore digital methods of story telling.

 KITX (Sydney) 
Design and Production Internship January - July 2020. 
 Spearheaded material sourcing, cutting and production for ‘Future to Waste’ Denim skirt 
collection which sold out in pre-drop online sales during first months of Covid outbreak.
 Organised Wholesale appointments in Melbourne, including room bookings, collection 
preparation and model styling.
 Assisted with styling for Campaign and E-Commerce photo shoots.

BIANCA SPENDER (Sydney)
Design Internship. January -March 2020. 
 Researcher.  Sample cutter.  Garment Distributor.  Fabric tester, manipulator and organiser.

BUSINESS SKILLS
 
 Digital Experimenter.
 Interdisciplinary. 
 Speculative Thinker. 
 Material Led. 
 Prince 2 Project Managment

TECHNICAL SKILLS

 Clo3d     Spark AR Studio   Blender  
 Daz3D  Technical Garment Construction

  Advanced Adobe Creative Suit  
 Gerber experience  

 Pattern and Sample Cutter    Microsoft Suit 

 

 Sales
 Content creation 
  Coaching and 
workshops
 PR Liasion 

Conceptual Artist at the interception of fashion, nature and technology exploring how virtual 
garments and biodesign can actively reduce the impacts of clothing on our green planet.



GINGER AND SMART (Sydney) 
Design and Production Internship / Material Cutting Freelancer. September - December 2019. 
 Expedited production of the A/W 2020 collection by working alongside the Design Coordinator, 
Head Designer, Dispatch Team and Garment Technician. 
 Aided Pattern Cutters with toile preparation, pattern construction and cutting out materials.
 Assisted Dispatch, stock counts, invoicing,packaging, stock management, Warehouse Sales event.

VIRGIN AUSTRALIA MELBOURNE FASHION FESTIVAL
Stylist Assistant - March 2020. 
 Collated and managed over 50 looks for the runway show, while directing dressers.

MINK PINK (Sydney) 
Design Intern - October - November 2019
 Assembled research of current design themes and presented them at the quarterly Trend 
Forecasting meeting to all Design Teams including the brands’ Creative Director. 
 
RALPH AND RUSSO (London) 
 Haute Couture Seamstress Freelancer AW18/19 and AW19/20. Coollaborated with Seamstresses 
and Pattern Cutters to engineer garments for AW18/19 and AW19/20 Collections, London,  Paris.

EDUCATION 

CURRENT: MA BIODESIGN AT CENTRAL SAINT MARTINS  - Part time: Sept 2021-2023

 Exploring the intersection between digital fashion and natures invisible phenomenons to enhance 
business sustainability and future technical solultions (blockchain, ecological NFT’s and the 
metaverse) for the industry.
 Skills in biomimicry manifestation, speculative design, data visualisation, material and product 
development have been pushed, reshaped and built upon to challenge past conceptions. 

BA HONS FASHION DESIGN: AT UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH WALES, CARDIFF,  2017 -  2021
Awarded 1st with Honours.

Year 4 
 Award - Collection short-listed for Graduate Fashion Week Innovation Award and YKK 
Accessories Award, 2021.
 Collaberation - Digital catwalk collaboration with Computer Animation students, Games Designers 
and Music Producers to showcase my graduate collection, Biofabric Futures.
 Dissertation - Biofabricated Materials and their Future Fashion Impacts.
 Graduate Collection - Biofabric Futures, is driven by the emotional impact of climate change 
and features digital design and production, bacterial leather experimentation and dead 
stock smart textiles. 
 Industry - Magical Mushroom Ltd to grow mycelium hats, translating digital designs into 
biodegradable wearable pieces.
 Leadership - Course representative for first and final years, which was undertaken in eight months 
of lockdown, requiring ajility, collaboration and strong communication between students and staff.

Year 3  
 Through independent sourcing and personal recommendation, 5 highly competitive internships in 
Sydney and Melbourne were undertaken and enjoyed with endorsements received from all five.

REFERENCES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST


